BOOKS AND PROCEEDINGS POLICIES
PROCEDURE FOR ADDRESSING PLAGIARISM CLAIMS

TMS Content Development and Dissemination Committee

Claims of plagiarism will be addressed immediately by the editor of the journal/book in which the article has appeared. The editor will engage involved parties in discussion of the matter and attempt to reach an amicable solution between the involved authors. In the event that negotiation among the editor of the publication and the involved parties cannot resolve the matter, the Chair of the Content Development and Dissemination Committee will approach three uninvolved individuals who are knowledgeable in the technology for anonymous and impartial determination of each case. The consensus reached by these individuals will represent the position of the Society.

COMPLIMENTARY COPY

Editor Guidelines:
It is the policy of TMS that each editor who is named and included on the cover/title page of the book is entitled to one complimentary copy of his/her proceedings book. One primary author for each paper is entitled to purchase the book in which his/her work appears at the member price of that title. Complimentary copies are not provided to authors. Primary authors are designated by the editor.

Author Guidelines:
It is the policy of TMS that one primary author for each paper is entitled to purchase the book in which his/her work appears at the member price of that title. Complimentary copies are not provided to authors. Primary authors are designated by the editor.

The division may consider providing complimentary copies by funding them from their respective treasuries.